
Highly promising DDS for cancer chemotherapy being developed here by Prof. D. Ho uses primary particles of detonation 
nanodiamond (PPDND) as the crucial drug carrier, but the structure and behavior of PPDND has remained relatively unknown for long 
time. Recently we have well progressed in its basic studies and understood many of the strange behaviors. In this seminar I will disclose 
some of the unpublished findings on PPDND relevant to bio engineers. 
First of all, we want to understand the reason why PPDND dissolves in water (and blood). This problem was solved in 2007 by A. 
Barnard,1 who discovered by extensive computational studies by using SCC-DFTB theory that there are high Mulliken charges of both 
positive and negative signs on the surface. These charges cause strong hydration by hydrogen bonding with water, as confirmed 
recently by T. Petit2 using XAS. The reason why low-energy bonding electrons in diamond core were mobilized will be mentioned in the 
lecture. 
When aqueous solution of PPDND is concentrated, it starts to form soft hydrogel beyond about 10% and becomes hard hydrogel from 
about 80%. Gellation indicates increasing deficiency of free water as the hydration layers of PPDND in solution grow thicker and re-
structuring of water network proceeds. Whereas PPDNDs must be polyhedra in form, most likely in truncated octahedral, those 
covered with thick hydrating water shells will be more spherical than when free water is abundantly available. Then it is likely that 
highly viscous gel consisting of closely packed spherical hydrated PPDND, which is already known as colloidal crystal. 
Ho and his students report that PPDNDs loaded with drug like doxorubicin in water are aggregated to about 50 nm. Each aggregate 
is likely to be a colloidal crystal. Then we are curious to know how and where drug molecules are hidden during the delivery to 
malignant cells. There are two possibilities; drugs are stored in interstitial space in the colloidal crystal, or smaller space between 
graphene shell and diamond core in the PPDND. DSC experiments support the latter possibility. 
1Barnard, A.; Sternberg, M. J. Mater. Chem. 2007, 17, 4811. 2Petit, T. et al., J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2015, 6, 2909. 
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